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Restaurant business in Ukraine being in course of the last decades under the 

influence of the West European tendencies, sociocultural and economic alterations was 
significantly evolved. The ethnic restaurants with the East, Asian and National cookery, 
catering service like fast food establishments, “free flow” restaurants where meal is cooked 
within sight of visitors became very popular, new kinds of saloon bars (pubs, lobby-pool-
lounge bars) and many other things are appeared. Such development of the network naturally 
causes increasing competition in  restaurant business and demands implementation  of the 
newest methods and approaches in the concepts of interiors. Therefore today the interior 
of the catering enterprises, except their inherent traditional architectural-art goals, acts as a 
tool of marketing strategy, support of profit, image and advertising of restaurant business. 
The individual, author's approach to formation of  figurative component of an interior, 
consideration of the newest tendencies and specific character of an institution are required.

Function of the catering enterprises from the point of view of consumer relies on  
two basic components: dietary status and culture of service, it varies from simple satisfaction 
of needs for food up to spectacular display. Upon that the interior of a lunch hall is of great 
moment, it shall satisfy aesthetic requirements of visitors, give them new impressions and 
emotions, bear semantic loading (stylistic, thematic) according to the price segment of the 
institution. The concept of a lunch hall interior is arisen from a complex process where 
current trends and tastes, interactions and integrations of a number of variables are included; 
they are urged to realize social, aesthetic, physiological and spiritual needs of a person.

The comfortable and circumspect functional concept of a lunch hall is the important 
factor. Visitors often pay attention not only to quality of food and service, but also on that, 
how freely they can feel themselves in cafe or restaurant. Right rezoning of a premise is one 
of methods that allow visitors to feel themselves comfortable. Therefore based on analysis, 
the following all-inclusive methods of space functional rezoning of lunch halls in catering 
enterprises are allocated:
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- functional – the space of a lunch hall is subdivided on separate zones by means of 
partitions, screens, artificial designs, volume-spatial elements, furniture etc.;

- constructive – the available constructive elements (columns, pylons, arches, 
niches) and their dressing are used;  

- aesthetic-zoning by means of colour, light, contrast surface finish of materials, 
gardening, and products of arts synthesis;

- spatial-floor and ceiling level differences, corbels (galleries, balconies) are used. 
Creation of a lunch hall modern interior demands observance and full conformity 

to the functional processes and their interaction that shall be reflected in the layout and 
zoning of a premise. Certainly, it is possible to lay emphasis features for each type of the 
catering enterprise such as functional-planning, volume-spatial and art arrangement of 
the internal space, corresponding to specific typology. Liability to abide by the important 
rule –price brackets of the market that catering enterprise deals with is imperative and is 
reflected in its design. Therefore interiors of high-class restaurants represent exclusive as for 
design, climate, service, and assortment. It is in some way a theatre where everyone plays 
his assigned role - cooks, waiters, visitors. Whereas atmosphere of typical climate is created 
in the middle class institutions, low cost of food is under special interest that is alluded with 
interior concept.  

However it should be noted that basic directions of the concepts of interiors of 
catering enterprises have a number of general factors and consistent pattern of arrangement. 
General principles of their architectural-planning concepts (tab. 1-4) are determined by 
analysis of the implemented projects of interiors of the objects in Ukraine and abroad [1, 
p.100].

The first principle – unity and harmonization of interior at all levels is the principal 
and indicative for formation of interiors of all types of the catering enterprises. This 
principle is implemented at four hierarchical levels: general form, elements, details and 
macrostructure.  

Thus, basing on the analysis it is possible to conclude the following:
- actual development of restaurant business demands the differentiated approach in 

architectural-planning concept of interior of the public catering establishments;
 - concept of design of the catering enterprises should proceed from a price segment 
which this enterprise is qualified for;

- consideration of a number of factors and modern trends, principles and 
methods as for architectural-planning concept of internal space of the catering enterprises 
allows developing of  the emotionally expressive and aesthetic interior.
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